
Neurasthenia as a medical term and diagnosis has been known
since the 1870s, describing the ill-explained conditions of fatigue,
fatiguability, muscular weakness and mental hypersensitivity.1

Since 1980 the labels ‘chronic fatigue syndrome’ and ‘myalgic
encephalopathy’ have dominated the international debate and the
research in this field, with several different case definitions.2–4

Systematic reviews of all interventions for treatment and manage-
ment of chronic fatigue syndrome demonstrate mixed results in
effectiveness.5,6 Behavioural interventions, graded exercise and
cognitive–behavioural therapy appear to reduce symptoms and
improve function. Most studies report only minor systematic
effects of single-treatment regimens in chronic fatigue.

We wanted to examine the possible effects of a comprehensive
cognitive–behavioural treatment (CCBT) programme compared
with medication, and also the effect of this programme combined
with medication. We had found sleep disturbance and depressive
symptoms to be prevalent comorbid symptoms in neurasthenia,7

as also reported in chronic fatigue.8 Mirtazapine was chosen as the
trial medication because of its positive effect on normal sleep9,10

and positive effect on depressive symptoms.11–13 We have not
found any previous study of mirtazapine in neurasthenia or
chronic fatigue syndrome, but for fibromyalgia positive effects
have been reported for pain, sleep complaints and depression.14

Method

The clinical study population consisted of 72 patients with
chronic fatigue complaints, fulfilling ICD–10 research criteria
for neurasthenia (code F48.0).15 Illness definition was
operationalised by examining ICD–10 criteria. These diagnostic

criteria are the presence of persistent and distressing feelings of
exhaustion after minor mental effort or of fatigue after minor
physical effort, accompanied by one or more of the following
symptoms: muscular aches or pains; dizziness; tension headache;
sleep disturbance; inability to relax; and irritability. There should
be an inability to recover through rest, relaxation or enjoyment;
the duration should exceed 3 months, and there should be no
organic mental disorder, affective disorder, or panic or generalised
anxiety disorder. The included patients satisfied these ICD–10
criteria, allowing for mild depressive or anxiety symptoms clini-
cally evaluated to be independent of or secondary to fatigue
symptoms. The criteria for chronic fatigue syndrome, specified
by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC),4 and the Oxford
group3 were also examined in this population: 65 of the 72
patients fulfilled case definition by the Oxford (British) criteria
and 29 patients fulfilled the CDC (US) criteria.

The trial participants were recruited during 2001 from a
specialist clinic in the catchment area of the study hospital (popu-
lation 100 000, mixed suburban and rural) situated on the west
coast of Norway, partly by referral from general practitioners to
the psychosomatic out-patient clinic for evaluation and treatment
of fatigue complaints (n=44), and partly by interviews at the
specialist clinic (n=28) after positive screening of fatigue by
questionnaire in the waiting rooms of general practitioners in
the area. The two different subgroups (referred patients v.
screened patients) did not differ on most of the demographic or
outcome variables.7

Patients went through structured interviews and clinical
evaluations, including somatic and laboratory investigations.
The interviews and assessments were done using the Schedules
for Clinical (SCAN)16 structured interview schedules, checklists
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Background
Single interventions in chronic fatigue syndrome have shown
only limited effectiveness, with few studies of comprehensive
treatment programmes.

Aims
To examine the effect of a comprehensive cognitive–
behavioural treatment (CCBT) programme compared with
placebo-controlled mirtazapine medication in patients with
chronic fatigue, and to study the effect of combined
medication and CCBT.

Method
A three-armed randomised clinical trial of mirtazapine,
placebo and a CCBT programme was conducted to
investigate treatment effect in a patient group (n=72) with
chronic fatigue referred to a specialist clinic. The CCBT
programme was compared with mirtazapine or placebo
therapy for 12 weeks, followed by 12 weeks treatment with a
mixed crossover–combination design. Assessments were
done at 12 weeks and 24 weeks.

Results
By 12 weeks the treatment effect was significantly better in
the group initially receiving CCBT, as assessed with the
Fatigue Scale (P=0.014) and the Clinical Global Impression
Scale (P=0.001). By 24 weeks the treatment group initially
receiving CCBT for 12 weeks followed by mirtazapine for
12 weeks showed significant improvement compared with
the other treatment groups on the Fatigue Scale (P50.001)
and the Clinical Global Impression Scale (P=0.002). Secondary
outcome measures showed overall improvement with no
significant difference between treatment groups.

Conclusions
Multimodal interventions may have positive treatment effects
in chronic fatigue syndrome. Sequence of interventions seem
to be of importance.
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for neurasthenia and chronic fatigue syndrome case definitions, in
addition to general medical evaluation. Patients fulfilling inclusion
criteria were consecutively assigned ascending numbers and
randomised into two different treatment groups (CCBT or
medication) by concealed randomisation at an external research
site, by means of randomisation tables. The further randomisation
of medication into mirtazapine and placebo was done by assigning
the patients consecutively to mirtazapine/placebo medication by
concealed randomisation in a double-blind trial.

Instruments

Fatigue and clinical global impression of severity were the primary
outcome measurements in this trial; depression, quality of life,
general health, illness perceptions and cardiorespiratory fitness
were secondary measures.

Fatigue

The Fatigue Scale17 is a self-rating scale developed to measure the
severity of fatigue. The scale has been found to be both reliable
and valid.

General health status

General health was assessed by subjective health complaints,
measured by the Subjective Health Complaint inventory
(SHC).18 This consists of 29 items on subjective somatic and
psychological complaints experienced during the past 30 days.
This questionnaire has been tested and has satisfactory validity
and reliability.18 Severity was scored on a four-point scale, from
0 (no complaints) to 3 (severe complaints).

Quality of life

Health-related quality of life was measured using the generic
health status measure, the 36-item Short Form Health Survey
(SF–36)19 for health situations during the past 4 weeks; the
Norwegian version of the instrument was used.20 The SF–36 is a
generic quality of life scale consisting of 36 items describing eight
dimensions, which are aggregated to one physical and one mental
health component.21

Clinical Global Impression

The Clinical Global Impression (CGI)22 dimensions of severity of
illness (CGI–S) and improvement (CGI–I) were used, rated on a
seven-point scale. Severity of illness was rated within the past
week; global improvement was rated since admission to the study.
Severity was assessed by clinical assessment, whereas CGI–I scores
were based on patients’ self-reports. The CGI–S and CGI–I
correlation was analysed.

Depression

Symptoms of depression were rated using the 21-item Hamilton
Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD).23,24

Illness perception

The Revised Illness Perceptions Questionnaire (IPQ–R)25 was
used to measure patients’ illness perceptions. This questionnaire
has demonstrated good reliability and validity across several illness
groups and includes eight cognitive dimensions.

Cardiorespiratory fitness

Cardiorespiratory fitness was assessed by the Åstrand–Ryhming
test (indirect test of maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max)),26

performed on an ergometer bicycle.

Safety assessments

Safety assessments included a full clinical examination prior to
inclusion in the trial, and spontaneously reported adverse events
and measurements of vital signs and weight at each scheduled
efficacy evaluation, in addition to laboratory tests. Adverse events
were coded in the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities
(MedDRA) system,27 using the preferred term as the unit of
registration.

Timing of assessments

Assessments were done at baseline, 12 weeks and 24 weeks (end of
treatment). Assessments at 12 weeks, after completion of the
CCBT programme or medication/placebo course, registered treat-
ment effects in three groups: CCBT v. mirtazapine medication v.
placebo medication. Assessments at 24 weeks included four
groups: 12 weeks CCBT followed by 12 weeks mirtazapine; 12
weeks CCBT followed by 12 weeks placebo; mirtazapine (24
weeks) combined with 0+12 weeks CCBT; placebo medication
(24 weeks) combined with 0+12 weeks CCBT. Assessments were
done mainly by self-report questionnaires and measures.

Interventions

The interventions, administered by a team comprising a psy-
chiatrist, physiotherapists and a psychiatric nurse, were as follows:

(a) A comprehensive cognitive–behavioural treatment pro-
gramme for 12 weeks, consisting of two 1.5 h sessions of
group therapy per week (cognitive–behavioural therapy
1.5 h, body awareness therapy 1.5 h), combined with a self-
managed exercise programme with individually set daily
exercise goals (minimal to mild/moderate), using an exercise
diary for planned and executed activity.

(b) Medication (double-blind) for 12 weeks: mirtazapine (indivi-
dually adjusted dosage to adverse events; standard dose 15–
45mg, allowing lower dose) v. inactive placebo (medication
was dispensed for 2-week periods from the hospital pharmacy;
tablets taken by the patients were registered and the returned
tablets counted by the pharmacist).

After the initial 12 weeks, treatment was continued in a com-
bined crossover and treatment-combination design. Patients on
medication (mirtazapine or placebo) received the CCBT pro-
gramme for the next 12 weeks; patients having completed the
CCBT programme received medication (mirtazapine or placebo)
for the following 12 weeks.

The cognitive–behavioural therapy group sessions (12 sessions
of 1.5 h) were conducted by a team of a trained psychiatrist and a
psychiatric nurse, using a semi-structured therapy manual with
assigned topics for each session, including weekly reports of exer-
cise tasks. Body awareness therapy emphasises increased awareness
of bodily sensations, breathing, posture, balance and muscular
tension, and focuses on how increased body awareness can help
gain greater control over physical and mental tension.28 Treatment
was conducted by physiotherapists trained in this therapy.

Statistical methods

The sample size needed was based on statistical calculation of
presumed treatment effect of one standard deviation (4.0/33)
from mean value of Fatigue Scale score,17 level of significance
0.05, power 0.80; the s.d. being calculated from a pilot population
of 20 patients with neurasthenia (mean value 23.6/33, variance
16.24, s.d.=4.03). The target sample size for a three- and four-
armed study was calculated to be 64 (1664). The actual sample
size (n=72) exceeded the minimum number. To model the
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structure of the therapy in the study, we designed the covariates to
account for changes in the status of the individuals. Thus, at base-
line all individuals had the same status, whereas at 12 weeks there
were three categories (mirtazapine, placebo and CCBT) and at 24
weeks there were four categories (mirtazapine 24 weeks + CCBT
12 weeks; placebo 24 weeks + CCBT 12 weeks; CCBT 12 weeks
+ mirtazapine 12 weeks; and CCBT 12 weeks + placebo 12 weeks).
To account for the repeated measures for the participants, individ-
uals were entered in the model as a random variable (with an
unstructured covariance structure). Other variables were entered
as fixed effects. Outcome analyses were done using PROC MIXED
in SAS version 8.0 for Windows. Other analyses were done in SPSS
version 13.0. Data analysis was completed on an intention-to-treat
basis, with last observation carried forward (LOCF) as end value
in cases of protocol violation or premature discontinuation. We
also analysed the data omitting the missing observations, and
found virtually the same results as when using LOCF; these results
are therefore not presented.

Ethics

The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee, the
Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) and the
Norwegian Medicines Agency. The trial was registered with NSD
prior to any patient inclusion. All participants were given written
information about the trial and gave formal consent about
participation. Prospectively defined stopping rules were medical

conditions warranting treatment, medication conflicting with
study protocol, and serious adverse events due to or suspected
to be caused by medication.

Masking (blinding)

Medication was provided in the form of capsules of 15mg mirta-
zapine or inactive substance. The capsules were identical in
appearance, with no smell or taste. Allocation to active medication
or placebo was concealed by hiding the allocation code in a locked
envelope at the clinical site (in case of an emergency requiring
breaking of the code), to be returned unopened to the
manufacturer/provider by the end of the study. No emergency
need occurred. The code was broken by the medication provider
at the end of the follow-up period, after 1-year follow-up investi-
gations, questionnaire completion and data collection. Masking
seemed successful among participants by reports of effect and
adverse events in both groups. There was no evidence by clinicians
or assessors of systematic impression of non-concealment. All data
were entered into the research database prior to breaking the
allocation code. The trial statistician executed the analysis using
anonymous data.

Results

Patients were recruited and included consecutively over a period
of 12 months. The treatment programme (24 weeks) was
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Table 1 Characteristics of the study groups at baseline

Mirtazapine (24 weeks)

+ CCBT (12 weeks)

(n=25)

Placebo (24 weeks)

+ CCBT (12 weeks)

(n=24)

CCBT (12 weeks)

+ Mirtazapine (12 weeks)

(n=11)

CCBT (12 weeks)

+ Placebo (12 weeks)

(n=12)

Total

(n=72)

Gender

Male

Female

6

19

3

21

2

9

2

10

13

59

Fatigue Scale score: mean (s.d.) 24.76 (4.53) 25.54 (3.87) 24.91 (5.96) 24.33 (4.75) 24.97 (4.53)

CGI score: mean (s.d.) 4.84 (0.80) 4.92 (0.72) 5.18 (0.60) 5.27 (0.79) 4.99 (0.75)

SHC total score: mean (s.d.) 23.56 (9.29) 26.02 (10.55) 27.36 (13.00) 27.00 (10.10) 25.54 (10.35)

Age, years: mean (s.d.) 44.92 (8.41) 44.96 (8.46) 47.18 (10.64) 51.17 (7.26) 46.32 (8.75)

SF–36 score: mean (s.d.)

Physical 26.39 (9.70) 30.65 (12.16) 31.13 (10.54) 27.74 (12.92) 28.94 (11.31)

Mental 43.37 (11.31) 34.32 (11.98) 37.19 (13.05) 44.93 (14.91) 39.37 (13.06)

HRSD score: mean (s.d.) 13.32 (4.79) 15.92 (3.66) 14.00 (2.00) 14.64 (3.04) 14.51 (3.92)

CRF, O2 ml/kg: mean (s.d.) 27.14 (7.16) 26.18 (5.30) 24.78 (6.05) 22.62 (6.44) 25.77 (6.35)

CCBT, comprehensive cognitive–behavioural treatment; CGI, Clinical Global Impression; CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness; SF–36, 36-item Short Form Health Survey; SHC, Subjective
Health Complaint inventory.

Table 2 Difference between the therapies: results from a mixed model

CGI score Fatigue Scale score HRSD score CRF, O2 ml/kg

n Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P

12 weeks 0.005a 0.047a 0.64a 0.25a

Mirtazapine 25 4.0 (3.7–4.3) 0.046 22.7 (21.4–24.1) 0.34 12.6 (11.4–13.8) 0.36 26.6 (23.5–29.7) 0.29

CCBT 23 3.7 (3.1–4.2) 0.001 21.0 (18.1–24.0) 0.014 12.9 (10.1–15.7) 0.54 24.6 (17.4–31.9) 0.10

Placebo 24 4.4 (3.9–4.9) Ref. 23.7 (21.0–26.5) Ref. 13.5 (10.9–16.1) Ref. 29.5 (22.6–36.4) Ref.

24 weeks 0.001a 0.004a 0.075a 0.75a

Mirtazapine + CCBT 25 4.6 (4.3–4.8) 0.40 23.7 (22.4–25.0) 0.66 12.7 (11.6–13.9) 0.13 27.6 (24.8–30.4) 0.64

CCBT + placebo 12 3.8 (3.2–4.4) 0.045 23.3 (20.1–26.5) 0.55 14.0 (10.8–17.1) 0.74 25.0 (17.0–33.0) 0.31

CCBT + mirtazapine 11 3.4 (2.8–4.0) 0.002 18.7 (15.4–22.0) 50.001 10.8 (7.7–13.9) 0.018 26.0 (17.7–34.2) 0.44

Placebo + CCBT 24 4.4 (3.9–4.9) Ref. 24.2 (21.4–27.1) Ref. 14.4 (11.8–17.1) Ref. 29.0 (22.0–36.0) Ref.

CCBT, comprehensive cognitive–behavioural treatment; CGI, Clinical Global Impression; CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness; HRSD, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression; Ref., reference
category.
a. Test for homogeneity.
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conducted through two periods, with a 6-month interval. Forty-
three patients took part in the first programme and 29 in the sec-
ond (total n=72). No significant difference was observed between
treatment groups on baseline values of outcome measures
(Table 1).

A total of 119 patients were eligible for the trial; 32 were
excluded because of somatic or psychological disorders, and 15
people were unwilling to use medication as required by the study
protocol. Baseline and treatment measurement data were available
from 72 participants (Fig. 1).

There were significant improvements at 12 weeks in the CCBT
group compared with the mirtazapine and placebo groups in
terms of Fatigue Scale (P=0.014) and CGI (P=0.001) ratings
(Table 2). End-of-treatment data at 24 weeks showed statistically
significant improvement in the treatment group where the initial
12 weeks of CCBTwas followed by 12 weeks of mirtazapine, com-
pared with the reference group, which received placebo for 24
weeks and CCBT for the last 12 weeks. The improvement was sig-
nificant for scores on the Fatigue Scale (P50.001), CGI (P=0.002)
and HRSD (P=0.018), and was accompanied by a significant re-
duction in scores on the SHC, pseudoneurology sub-scale
(P=0.011) (Table 3). Measures of health-related quality of life,
using the SF–36 (two-component scale), showed significant im-
provement on the SF–36 mental sub-scale by the end of treatment
(24 weeks) in the treatment group taking mirtazapine for 24 weeks
plus CCBT for 12 weeks (P=0.045) (Table 4).

Data showed no consistent overall change in illness perception
in the study population from baseline to end of study (24 weeks).
A paired t-test showed significant changes in the illness perception
dimensions of cyclical timeline (P50.001), illness consequences
(P=0.002) and illness coherence (P=0.002), irrespective of
treatment group. The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; SPSS
version 13.0) showed a difference between groups on the illness
perception of cyclical timeline (P=0.028), but the post hoc compar-
isons (Sheffé) showed no difference between specific treatment
groups.

Subjective global improvement of fatigue complaints was
registered by self-report questionnaire of changes during treat-
ment, CGI–I (7-points scale) and was correlated with the CGI–S
assessment by clinician. Correlation analysis (n=60) showed a
significant correlation: r=0.68 (P50.0001). Self-reported CGI–I
scores showed an overall increase (mean difference 0.70,
P50.001), indicating improvement across the treatment groups,
but with no significant difference in improvement between groups
when analysed by one-way ANOVA or post hoc comparison.

Cardiorespiratory fitness, assessed by indirect measurement of
maximal oxygen uptake, showed a tendency towards overall
improvement in all groups following the total treatment pro-
gramme (P=0.08 at 12 weeks, P=0.07 at 24 weeks, compared with
baseline values), in an unadjusted model with time effect only.

All patients taking mirtazapine and 45% of patients taking
placebo reported at least one adverse event, irrespective of dosage
or length of adverse event. The four most frequently reported
adverse events in the mirtazapine group were sedation (56%), in-
creased appetite (31%), weight increase (33%) and restless legs
syndrome (19%). In the placebo-treated group, the most fre-
quently reported adverse events were headache (17%), sedation
(11%), weight increase (11%) and insomnia (11%). The drug-
associated adverse events (i.e. events occurring in at least 5% of
patients and at a rate at least twice that of the placebo group)
were sedation, increased appetite, weight increase, restless legs
syndrome and constipation (Fig. 2).

There was no serious change in vital signs (except weight in-
crease, reported as an adverse event) or in laboratory parameters
(including endocrine and electrolyte measures) in the total study
population, and no systematic difference between study groups or
between patients with active medication and patients on placebo
treatment.

Patients violating protocol (by stopping taking medication or
using adjunctive medication beyond protocol) were allowed to
continue in the treatment programme, but data for analysis of
outcome and treatment effect were systematically based on LOCF
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Table 3 Difference between the therapies as assessed by the Subjective Health Complaint inventory: results from a mixed model

SHC score

Total Musculoskeletal Pseudoneurology Gastrointestinal

n Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P

24 weeks 0.58a 0.38a 0.043a* 0.37a

Mirtazapine + CCBT 25 24.1 (21.7–26.6) 0.99 9.9 (8.8–11.1) 0.37 7.2 (6.4–8.0) 0.031 4.5 (3.6–5.4) 0.081

CCBT + placebo 12 24.5 (19.4–29.6) 0.88 10.2 (8.1–12.3) 0.34 7.9 (6.3–9.5) 0.34 3.8 (1.9–5.8) 0.44

CCBT + mirtazapine 11 20.6 (15.3–25.9) 0.23 8.2 (6.0–10.3) 0.38 6.4 (4.8–8.1) 0.011* 3.6 (1.6–5.6) 0.60

Placebo + CCBT 24 24.1 (20.1–28.1) Ref. 9.2 (7.5–10.9) Ref. 8.7 (7.5–10.0) Ref. 3.0 (1.5–4.5) Ref.

CCBT, comprehensive cognitive–behavioural treatment; Ref., reference category; SHC, Subjective Health Complaint inventory.
a. Test for homogeneity.
*P50.05

Table 4 Difference between the therapies as assessed by the 36-item Short Form Health Survey: results from a mixed model

SF–36 Mental sub-scale SF–36 Physical sub-scale

n Mean (95% CI) P Mean (95% CI) P

24 weeks 0.19a 0.34a

Mirtazapine + CCBT 25 42.6 (39.1–46.0) 0.045* 28.4 (25.4–31.4) 0.20

CCBT + placebo 12 41.0 (33.7–48.2) 0.19 27.1 (21.6–32.5) 0.12

CCBT + mirtazapine 11 37.1 (29.4–44.9) 0.76 31.0 (25.2–36.8) 0.89

Placebo + CCBT 24 35.9 (30.2–41.6) Ref. 31.4 (27.0–35.8) Ref.

CCBT, comprehensive cognitive–behavioural treatment; Ref., reference category; SF–36, 36-item Short Form Health Survey.
a. Test for homogeneity.
*P50.05.
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data at the time of protocol violation. Other missing data from
premature discontinuation were analysed by conservative model/
intention-to-treat analysis.

A source of bias and imprecision of the study findings was the
outcome assessment (CGI–S) done by the psychiatrist (B.S.)
responsible for treatment interventions. This was resolved by the
use of self-report questionnaires on other outcome measurements,
including self-reports of global improvement (CGI–I), which was
correlated with the CGI–S measurements by the clinical assessor,
showing significant correlation (r=0.68, P50.0001).

Discussion

This study has a complex design, and some of the findings can be
questioned in view of both the complex combination of interven-
tions and the small number in each treatment group. Power
analysis of the results supports the significance of our positive

findings, although type 2 errors cannot be ruled out for some of
the negative findings owing to the low number of participants.

The findings from the study indicate that a comprehensive
treatment programme based on multimodal interventions may
have positive treatment effects in patients with chronic fatigue
and neurasthenia, being superior to medication or placebo alone
and being more effective as part of a combination treatment.
The 12-week comprehensive treatment programme (cognitive
group therapy, body awareness therapy and graded exercise) was
significantly more effective than mirtazapine or placebo. The
addition of mirtazapine (12 weeks) to the initial comprehensive
treatment sequence showed a further treatment effect significantly
superior (P50.001) to the other combinations of treatment, in-
cluding the opposite sequence of medication first, followed by
the comprehensive treatment programme. It seems that the timing
of the different intervention sequences is of importance: our find-
ings indicate that an initial non-pharmacological ‘priming’ by a
cognitive-oriented treatment programme prior to medication
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n=2
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(protocol
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Completed trial
n=22

(LOCF n=2)
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n=8
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Completed trial
n=11

(LOCF n=1)

Fig. 1 Study profile. CCBT, comprehensive cognitive–behavioural treatment; LOCF, last observation carried forward.
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gives the best treatment effect. This is consistent with the results of
a simulation analysis of the self-regulation of fatigue, in which the
most effective treatment is stage-dependent with an initial period
of delay before active intervention.29 It is possible that an intro-
ductory treatment phase with a cognitive–behavioural approach,
focusing on an integrative model of fatigue, emphasising cognitive
appraisal and body awareness, and the importance of regular, ad-
justed physical activity, brings better understanding of and better
compliance with pharmacological treatment.

The findings are consistent for the primary outcome measures
Fatigue Scale and CGI at 12 weeks and 24 weeks, and also for the
HRSD by the end of the study at 24 weeks. Subjective Health
Complaints showed a significant difference favouring the combi-
nation CCBT followed by mirtazapine on the pseudoneurological
items scale, including tiredness (as would be expected, as fatigue
symptoms showed reduction as measured by the Fatigue Scale).
Quality of life outcome measures (SF–36) showed a slight but sig-
nificant effect on mental health on the two-component aggregated
scale, favouring the group using mirtazapine for 24 weeks. This
effect on general mental health could be related to the active medi-
cation mirtazapine’s positive effect on sleep difficulties reported by
most patients, in addition to the antidepressant effect and general
psychotropic action.

Illness perceptions were subject to change during the treat-
ment programme. Many patients with fatigue complaints showed
activity-avoidant behaviour based on misperceptions of their
illness. These illness perceptions were the basis for our cognitive
therapeutic approach aiming at modifying avoidance behaviour
and excessive rest. Our data showed a reduction in illness percep-
tions on the dimensions of cyclical timeline, illness consequence
and illness coherence, indicating a change in illness perceptions
towards a more open-ended mental picture of the fatigue symp-
toms and neurasthenic illness, and a less rigid model of the con-
dition, accepting it more as a complex disorder than as a disease
with a single cause. These changes were found across the different
treatment groups – as would be expected, since all groups received
the cognitive treatment intervention.

Our study indicates that an effective treatment of chronic
fatigue syndrome and neurasthenia should be based on a broad
and comprehensive approach, using and combining treatment
interventions already proved to be effective, with particular
emphasis on the timing and sequence of the various interventions,
in addition to the active participation and exercise by the patients
themselves.
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Fig. 2 Adverse events.
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Lunacy and exercising (1818). By Friedrich Guimpel (1774–1839). Reproduced in Offentliche Rechenschaft by Ernst Horn

(1778–1848)

Text by Dr Kai Sammet

In his seminal Traité medico-philosophique sur l’aliénation mentale of 1801, the eminent French alienist, Philippe Pinel (1745–1826) held that
‘the most secure and perhaps only guarantee to maintain sanity, good morals and order’ in asylums should be ‘mechanical work rigorously
applied’. This image reflects Pinel’s therapeutic philosophy. It shows female patients exercising with guns made of wood in the yard of the
psychiatric ward of the Berlin Charité around 1810. The image appeared in a psychiatric treatise by Ernst Horn. He had studied in Jena
and Gottingen, and was appointed professor at the Military Academy in Berlin in 1806. Horn was also given responsibility for the psychiatric
ward in the Charite hospital, where he prescribed the type of therapeutic intervention illustrated in the picture. It was not a manifestation of
Prussian militarism but stemmed from his theories on the origin of mental illness. Horn was convinced that orderliness and regularity helped
to smooth emotions and to ‘rectify’ reason. Exercise was held to be especially important. Horn, along with J. B. Langermann and J. C. Reil, was
one of the first psychiatrists in the German-speaking countries.
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